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Abstract: In this paper, a periodic signal suppression method in position domain based on repetitive
control (RC) is proposed to realize high-precision speed control for the gimbal servo system of the
single gimbal control moment gyro (SGCMG). To reduce the volume and weight while outputting
large torque, the gimbal servo system usually needs to install the harmonic drive. However, the
nonlinear transmission characteristics of the harmonic drive are also introduced into the gimbal
servo system and make the speed fluctuate. Considering the speed fluctuation signal shown as a
fixed frequency in the position domain, a position domain RC method combined with acceleration
feedback is designed to realize the speed fluctuation minimization. The position domain RC improves
the dynamic characteristics, while the acceleration feedback increases the damping of the system. To
analyze the stability, the position domain RC is converted into the time domain through the domain
transformation method, and a phase compensator is designed to improve the stability and increase
the bandwidth of the position domain RC by compensating for the phase lag of the middle and low
frequency, respectively. The feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method are verified by
the simulation and experimental results. These results illustrate that after applying the proposed
approach, the output speed fluctuation and harmonic components decrease more than 20% and
24.1%, respectively.

Keywords: position domain RC; domain transformation; SGCMG; gimbal servo system; harmonic
drive; harmonic analysis

1. Introduction

The single gimbal control moment gyro (SGCMG) is the primary attitude control
actuator of large spacecraft because of good dynamic performance, high control accuracy
and large output torque [1,2]. As shown in Figure 1, SGCMG is mainly composed of the
high-speed rotor system and a gimbal servo system. The output torque of the SGCMG
is M = H × ω, where H is the angular momentum of the high-speed rotor, and ω is the
angular speed of the gimbal servo system [3,4]. When the high-speed rotor runs stably, the
value of H remains constant, and the output torque accuracy of the SGCMG is dependent
on the precision of the ω [5,6].

To meet the weight and volume requirements of the gimbal servo system, a harmonic
drive is adopted to amplify the output torque, which has the advantages of light weight,
small size, high efficiency, large transmission ratio and simple structure [7,8]. As shown
in Figure 1, the harmonic drive is a special flexible transmission mechanism, which is
composed of a wave generator, a flexspline and a circular spline [9]. The motion conversion
of the harmonic drive is achieved by the elastic deformation of the flex spline [10]. However,
this special transmission structure leads to nonlinear characteristics, such as nonlinear
friction, kinematic error and hysteresis [11]. Among these characteristics, the kinematic
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error is the major factor that causes the unexpected speed fluctuation of the gimbal servo
system [12,13]. However, for the complex disturbances, the traditional control method is
difficult to achieve satisfactory control results [14–16]. To achieve high-precision output
speed of the gimbal servo system, it is crucial to suppress the influence of kinematic error
on the speed.

Harmonic drive

High-speed 

rotor system

Gimbal 

servo system

Basis

Circular splineFlexspline

Wave 

generator 

Figure 1. Structure diagram of SGCMG.

In recent decades, many researchers have studied the kinematic error of the harmonic
drive. Kennedy et al. proposed that the kinematic error is mainly composed of the pure
kinematic error caused by installing and manufacturing assembly and the torsion angle
induced by the deformation of the flexspline [17]. Jia et al. illustrated that the tooth error is
the major factor causing the pure kinematic error through the theoretical analysis [18]. To
optimize the design of the conjugate contour teeth, the pure kinematic is analyzed in [19],
and the effects of the load torque on the kinematic characteristics of the meshed teeth
pairs is analyzed in [20]. Moreover, the function of the kinematic error with respect to
angular position of the motor rotor was presented in [18]. Zhu et al. adopted the adaptive
joint torque control method to improve the tracking accuracy of the angular position [21].
However, the algorithm requires the installation of torque sensors, and it is difficult to
install additional torque sensors in the universal joint servo system due to the stringent
design requirements. In [22], the kinematic error is converted into a state of the system
by means of the Lagrange equation, and then it is observed by ESO. Liu et al. applied the
double speed loops control method to suppress the speed fluctuation of the low speed servo
system caused by the harmonic drive [23]. In [24], Tonshoff et al. proposed a nonlinear
proportional-derivative (PD) control algorithm for closed-loop compensation of kinematic
error, and the stability of the designed controller was proved by a Lyapunov function.
Based on this method, the load angle position error could be close to zero.

Aiming at the periodicity of kinematic error, the iterative learning control [25] and
repetitive control (RC) [26] have been applied to suppress the speed fluctuation. To sup-
press the vibration caused by kinematic error, a disturbance observer and a robust speed
controller based on coprime decomposition were designed in [27]. Ma et al. adopted the
method of adaptive joint torque to actively and adaptively track, but this method has high
requirements for the detection device, and there may be hysteresis [28]. Li et al. applied
the PD-type RC to suppress motion errors and proved the stability of the system through
Lyapunov function [29]. These methods can generate infinity gain at the fundamental
and multiplier frequency of the system to suppress or track periodic signals [30,31]. For
linear continuous time invariant systems, a low-pass filter can be added after the RC to
achieve high-precision tracking performance and nice suppression performance of the
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disturbance [32]. However, Djouda et al. pointed out that when the harmonic frequency
gradually increases, the low-pass filter will make the amplitude attenuation and phase
lag of the system appear, which will affect the control accuracy of RC to suppress dis-
turbance [33]. Ivan Godler et al. applied the composite control method to reduce the
disturbance in a uniform velocity system, which combined the acceleration feedback and
RC [12]. However, this method needs to be iterated again when the reference changes.
Therefore, it is not suitable for a variable speed system, such as the gimbal servo system.
To increase the bandwidth of the system and improve the performance of disturbance
rejection, a phase compensator was designed in [34]. Nevertheless, the traditional plug-in
RC cannot achieve better performance when the reference is time-varying. To solve this
problem, some researchers applied the adaptive control into RC, and the internal model of
RC could be adjusted with the change of disturbance period [35,36].

The speed fluctuation caused by the kinematic error is position period, and its fre-
quency is twice the frequency of a motor angular position. Considering the periodic
characteristics of speed fluctuation, a novel composite control method combining the RC
and the acceleration feedback is proposed in this paper. The RC is designed in the position
domain based on the domain conversion [37]. By this method, even if the reference speed
changes, the frequency of the speed fluctuation is still fixed, and the RC does not need
to reconstruct the internal model. Therefore, the algorithm can converge very quickly.
The acceleration feedback can increase the damping of the system and further reduce the
speed fluctuation. For convenience of reading, the performance and features of the relevant
typical methods and the proposed method are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Performance summary about kinematic error suppression methods.

Method Type References Performance and Features

· Nice reference tracking performance
Torque control [21] · Strong robustness

· Need install additional torque sensor

· Nice speed fluctuation suppression performance
Traditional RC [27–31] · Not relying on the model or parameters

· Need iterate again when reference changes

· Low hardware complexity (only position sensor)
The proposed method · Great for disturbance with position periodic

· Not need iterate again when reference changes

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the dynamic
modeling of the gimbal servo system with harmonic drive. The compound control method
is presented in Section 3, which combines acceleration feedback with position domain
RC. The effectiveness and superiority of this method are verified by the simulation and
experimental results in Section 4. In Section 5, some important conclusions are summarized.

2. Analysis of The Gimbal Servo System with Harmonic Drive

The structure of the gimbal servo system of SGCMG is shown in Figure 2. It is mainly
composed of the motor-side encoder, bearings, permanent magnet synchronous motor
(PMSM), harmonic drive, high-speed rotor system and load-side resolver.

According to [38], the PMSM can be simplified as a DC motor, and the equivalent
electrical circuit is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. The structural schematic diagram of the gimbal servo system.
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Figure 3. The equivalent electrical circuit of the DC motor.

On the basis of Figure 3, the balance equation of the voltage can be expressed as:

Um = RIm + L
dIm

dt
+ Ce θ̇m (1)

where Um is the control voltage of the PMSM, Tm is the output torque of the PMSM, R is the
stator phase resistance, Im is the armature current, L is the phase inductance, Ce is the back
electromotive force coefficient, and θm is the angular position of the PMSM. The output
torque Tm of the PMSM can be represented as:

Tm = Km Im (2)

where Km is the torque coefficient.
According to [38], the structure diagram of the gimbal servo system with harmonic

drive is shown in Figure 4, and the dynamic model can be established as follows:
Tl = Ke∆θ
ωm = θ̇m
ωl = θ̇l
Tm = Jmω̇m + Bmωm+Tl/N
Tl = Jlω̇l + Blωl + Tf

(3)

where Tl is the output torque of the harmonic drive, Ke is the torsional stiffness, ∆θ =
θm
N − θl represents the torsional angle, θl is the angular position of the load, ωm and ωl

stand for the speed of the motor side and load side, respectively, Jm and Jl are the rotational
inertia of the motor and load side, respectively, Bm and Bl represent the damping coefficient
of the motor side and load side, respectively, Tf is other interference torque, and N is the
ideal gear ratio of the harmonic drive.
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Figure 4. The structure diagram of the gimbal servo system.

To obtain the high-precision output speed of the gimbal servo system, double closed-loop
feedback control methodology is applied in the gimbal servo system of SGCMG [38]. The
inner is a current loop; the outer is a speed loop, and their loop controllers are all designed
as a traditional PI controller which is described as Gi(s) = KpI +

KI
s and Gv(s) = Kpv +

Kv
s ,

respectively. The parameters of the Gi(s) and Gv(s)are shown in Table 2, which are calculated
by the pole assignment method and fine-tuned by analyzing the Bode diagram.

Table 2. Parameters of the controller.

Parameter Symbol Value

Proportion of velocity loop Kpv 0.29
Integral of velocity loop Kv 2.25

Proportion of current loop KpI 001
Integral of current loop KI 0.01

Combining (1) and (3), the basic control block diagram of the gimbal servo system is
shown in the Figure 5, where Gd(s) = 1

Ls+R , Gm(s) = 1
Jms+Bm

and Gl(s) = 1
Jls+Bl

.
From Figure 5, the load speed error caused by the kinematic error can be written as:

ωer =
b0 + b1 + b2

a0 + a1 + a2 + a3
θe (4)

where

b0 = N2KesGl(s)
b1 = N2KmKeCesGd(s)Gm(s)Gl(s)
b2 = N2KesGi(s)Gd(s)Gl(s)
a0 = [Gv(s)Gi(s) + Ce]N2KmKeGd(s)Gm(s)Gl(s)
a1 =

[
N2KmCes + KeGi(s)

]
Gd(s)Gm(s)

a2 = [s + KeGl(s)]N2Gi(s)Gd(s)
a3 = N2KeGl(s) + KeGm(s) + N2s

++

--

- --
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Figure 5. The block diagram of the gimbal servo control system.

According to [39], the model of the kinematic error can be described as:

θe = A1 sin(2θm) + A2 sin(4θm) + A3 sin(6θm) + . . . (5)
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where Ai (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ) is the magnitude which is related to the speed of the motor and
the load torque.

From (5), it can be seen that the kinematic error is related to the frequency of the mo-
tor’s angular position, which has a fixed frequency in the position domain. The frequency
is defined as:

f̂ =
1

ωmT
=

1
ωm

f (6)

where f is the frequency with period T in the time domain, and f̂ is the frequency in the
position domain.

The FFT analysis of the different speed conditions in the position domain are shown
in Figure 6. It can be seen from Figure 6 that the speed fluctuation at different speeds has
obvious constant frequency characteristics in the position domain. The main components
are first-harmonic f̂1, second-harmonic f̂2 and third-harmonic f̂3, and the other order
harmonic content is relatively small. Therefore, we designed the position RC to suppress
the three main order harmonics of the speed fluctuation.
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Figure 6. The position domain spectrogram of kinematic error.

3. Compound Control Scheme
3.1. Design of Compound Controller

In order to suppress the speed fluctuation whose period is λ = 1/ f̂ , the position
domain plug-in RC system is introduced into the traditional double closed-loop controller.
Then, it is mapped to the time domain through the principle of domain conversion and
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realized by using the time sampling method. The position domain plug-in RC can be
expressed as:

Grc(s̃) =
krcQ(s)e−λs̃

1−Q(s)e−λs̃ C(s) (7)

where s̃ is the Laplacian in the position domain, krc is the gain coefficient, Q(s) is the
transfer function of the low-pass filter with the cut-off frequency ωc, which is designed
to guarantee the stability and robustness of the system, e−λs̃ is the delay element, λ is the
position period of the speed fluctuation caused by the kinematic error of the harmonic drive,
and C(s) is applied to ensure unity gain and zero phase in the middle- and low-frequency
bands to improve the stability and dynamic performance of the system.

Let time t as the independent variable in the time domain and the angular position
θm be used as the independent variable in the position domain. The system object can
be mapped in the time domain from the position domain by the domain conversion.
This conversion method is an online conversion method based on an algorithm, similar
to coordinate conversion, which is different from the conversion method based on the
hardware mentioned in [40–43].

According to the domain conversion principle, when the variables are mapped be-
tween the time domain and the position domain, only the abscissa of the variables are
mapped, and the physical nature of the variables are not changed. Then, the relationship of
the signals between the time domain and position domain is described as:

x(t) = x̂(θm) (8)

where x(t) is the state variable in the time domain, and x̂(θm) is the state variable in the
position domain. The relationship between x(t) and x̂(θm) can be expressed as:

dx̂(θm)

dθm
=

dt
dθm

dx̂(θm)

dt
=

1
ωm(t)

dx(t)
dt

(9)

where ωm(t) = dθm/dt.
According to (9), the relationship between s̃ and s can be obtained.

s̃ =
1

ωm(t)
s (10)

Substituting (10) into (7), the RC can be reconstructed in the time domain.

Grc(s) =
krcQ(s)e−

λ
ωm(t) s

1−Q(s)e−
λ

ωm(t) s
C(s) (11)

In order to increase the damping of the system [12], an acceleration feedback controller
is added to the original speed loop.

Ga(s) =
NBls

Ke
(12)

After combining the proposed composite control method, the overall block diagram
of the gimbal servo control system is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Overall block diagram of the compound control scheme.

Discretizing (11), the plug-in RC can be described as:

Grc(z)=
krcQ(z)z−N̂

1−Q(z)z−N̂
C(z) (13)

where N̂ = λ
ωm(t)T is the number of system sampling times in a kinematic error signal period.

3.2. Stability Analysis of Compound Control

In accordance with Figure 7, the closed-loop system characteristic equation can be
written as:

(1−Q(s)e−
λ

ωm(t) s
)H0 + krcH1Q(s)e−

λ
ωm(t) s

= 0 (14)

where H0 = 1 + NGv(s)H2 + H2Ga(s), H1 = H2Ga(s)C(s), H2 = NKmKeGi(s)Gd(s)Gm(s)Gl(s)
q0+q1+q2

,

q0 = q1
0q2

0, q1
0 = N2KmCes + N2KmKeCeGl(s) + KeGi(s), q2

0 = Gd(s)Gm(s),
q1 = N2sGi(s)Gd(s) + KeGm(s) and q2 = N2KeGl(s) + N2s. On the basis of (14) and [34],
the regeneration spectrum function of the system can be obtained.

R(ω) =

∣∣∣∣Q(s)
H0 − krcH1

H0

∣∣∣∣
s=jω

=|Q(s)(1− krcC(s)G(s))|s=jω

(15)

where G(s) = G(jω) = G(ω)ejθ(ω), C(s) = C(jω) = C(ω)ejθc(ω). G(s) refers the whole
transfer function of the gimbal servo system without the position domain RC in Figure 5,
which can be expressed as:

G(s) =
NKmKeGv(s)Gi(s)Gd(s)Gm(s)Gl(s)

a0 + a1 + a2 + a3
(16)

According to the small-gain theorem, if the regeneration spectrum can satisfy R(ω) < 1
for f ∈ (0, ωc), the whole system with position domain RC is stable [44]. Due to |Q(s)| ≤ 1,
if the following equation is satisfied, R(ω) < 1.

|1− krcC(s)G(s)|s=jω < 1 (17)

Then, (17) can be equivalently expressed as:∣∣∣1− krcC(ω)G(ω)ej(θ(ω)+θc(ω))
∣∣∣ < 1 (18)

Let ϕ(ω) = θ(ω) + θc(ω) , the stability condition can be rewritten as:
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|1− krcC(ω)G(ω)(cos(ϕ(ω) + jkrc sin(ϕ(ω))| < 1

⇒ [1− krcC(ω)G(ω) cos(ϕ(ω))]2+

[krcC(ω)G(ω) sin(ϕ(ω))]2 < 1

(19)

(19) can be simplified as:

krcC(ω)G(ω) < 2 cos(ϕ(ω)) (20)

Because krc > 0, C(ω) > 0 and G(ω) > 0, to satisfy (20), ϕ(ω) should satisfy the
following inequality.

− 90◦ < ϕ(ω) < 90◦ (21)

The selection range of the gain coefficient, krc can be described as:

krc <
min[2 cos(ϕ(ω))]

max[C(ω)G(ω)]
(22)

3.3. Design of Phase Compensation

Refer to the parameter setting principle in [45]. The parameters of the PI are given in
Table 3. The parameters of the gimbal servo system are also shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Parameters of the gimbal system based on an harmonic drive.

Parameter Symbol Value

Load moment of inertia Jl 0.278 kg ·m2

Load damping Bl 0.8 N ·m/(rad/s)
Motor moment of inertia Jm 0.0011 kg ·m2

Motor damping Bm 0.02 N ·m/(rad/s)
Torsional stiffness of harmonic drive Ke 3× 104 N ·m/rad

Torsional moment coefficient Km 0.65
Gear ratio N 100
Inductance L 0.01715 H

Stator phase resistor R 3.2 Ω
Back EMF coefficient of motor Ce 0.0562 V/(rad/s)

Gain coefficient of the RC krc 1.4
Position period of f̂1 λ1 180
Position period of f̂2 λ2 90
Position period of f̂3 λ3 45

The blue-dotted wave of Figure 8 shows the Bode plot of G(s). It can be seen from
Figure 8a that the original phase range of G(s) is ϕ(ω) ∈ (−177◦, 122◦), which does not
satisfy (21). Therefore, a phase compensator C(s) needs to be appropriately designed.

C(s) = C0(s)C1(s)C2(s) (23)

where C0(s) is the low-frequency compensator, C1(s) stands for the middle-frequency
compensator ,and C2(s) represents the high-frequency compensator.

According to the method of phase compensation method [26], C(s) can be designed as:

C(s) =
0.1s + 1

s
· 0.00666s + 1

0.0029s + 1
· 0.00294s + 1

0.0025s + 1
(24)

It can be seen from the red wave of Figure 8a that ϕ(ω) ∈ (−74◦, 70◦) satisfies the
requirement of (21) in ω ∈ (0, ωc) after phase compensation and min|cos ϕ(ω)| = 0.275.
Based on [46,47], from Figure 8b, it can be obtained that max[C(ω)G(ω)] = −34 dB = 0.02.
According to (22), the gain coefficient range of control gain is 0 < krc < 27.5.
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In order to avoid the phase shift caused by the stable compensator Q(z), based on [45],
a zero-phase shift low-pass filter is designed as:

Q(z) = 0.25+0.5z−1 + 0.25z−2 (25)
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Figure 8. Frequency response curves: (a) phase response; (b) magnitude response.

4. Simulation and Expertimental Verifiction
4.1. Experiment Setup

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, comparative experiments
were conducted among three traditional control methods and the proposed method. Our
experimental platform is shown in Figure 9, and the block diagrams of the experimental
setup is shown in Figure 10. The gimbal servo system controller was composed of a
digital signal processor (DSP) TMS320F28377 and field programmable gate array (FPGA)
as the calculation module. TMS320F28377 had the advantages of low cost, low power
consumption and high performance, which was applied to implement the algorithm and
was also adopted to establish a PWM signal according to the control law output to drive
the three-phase full bridge to generate the motor drive current. XC6SLX16 was used for
signal processing of position sensor. The servo period of the control algorithm was 1 ms.
The resolution of the angular position sensor was 2π/220 rad, the angular velocity range of
the gimbal servo system was ±0.01◦/s–±15◦/s, and the angular speed bandwidth of the
gimbal servo system was 5 Hz.
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Figure 10. The block diagrams of the experimental setup.

4.2. Simulation Verification

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, MATLAB/SIMULINK
was used for simulation. For the position domain frequency of f̂1, f̂2, f̂3, the internal model
of the position domain plug-in RC was designed as:

Grc1(s̃) =
Q(s̃)e−180s̃

1−Q(s̃)e−180s̃ (26)

Grc2(s̃) =
Q(s̃)e−90s̃

1−Q(s̃)e−90s̃ (27)

Grc3(s̃) =
Q(s̃)e−45s̃

1−Q(s̃)e−45s̃ (28)
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According to the analysis of the previous kinematic error as shown in (5) and the
experimental data of our platform, its model can be regarded as: θe = 0.002511 sin(2θm) +
0.001584 sin(4θm) + 0.00007943 sin(6θm).

Figure 11 shows the comparison of different compound control methods. When the
speed was set as 6◦/s, it can be seen that the angular speed fluctuation with position
domain RC decreased by 61.45% compared with traditional double closed-loop PI control
and was reduced by 56.56% compared with the acceleration feedback. At the same time, the
speed fluctuation was decreased by 20% compared with the plug-in RC. Table 4 compares
the peak-to-peak values of the steady-state in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Simulation results of load angular speed curves at a steady speed motion.

Table 4. Peak-to-peak comparisons of steady state with different control methods.

PI PI PI
Reference PI + +Acceleration Feedback +Acceleration Feedback

Acceleration Feedback +Plug-in RC +Position Domain RC

6◦/s 0.249◦/s 0.221◦/s 0.12◦/s 0.096◦/s
−10◦/s 0.431◦/s 0.425◦/s 0.211◦/s 0.177◦/s

When the gimbal servo system moved in the reverse direction (−10◦/s) compared
with the traditional closed-loop PI control, the speed fluctuation was suppressed by 1.39%
with the acceleration feedback method, 51.04% with the plug-in RC method and 58.93%
with the position domain RC method.

In summary, the simulation results validate that the proposed method can effectively
suppress the speed fluctuation caused by the kinematic error under steady state.

4.3. Experimental Verification

To further validate the feasibility and effectiveness, comparative experiments between
the traditional control methods and the proposed method were conducted. Due to the
traditional plug-in RC not being suitable for the variable speed motion [35], the experiment
of this method was not carried out.

With the reference speed of 6◦/s, Figure 12 shows the steady-state speed curves
corresponding to different control methods. The peak-to-peak speed error value of the PI
double-loop control and the PI + acceleration feedback was about 0.96◦/s and 0.86◦/s,
respectively. Compared with the two aforementioned methods, when the position domain
RC method was introduced, the peak-to-peak value became only about 0.44◦/s which was
decreased about 54.17% and 48.83%, respectively. From the results, it can be seen that
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the position domain RC method has the best speed fluctuation inhibition effect under the
constant speed condition.

Figure 13 reveals the comparison results of the speed harmonic with the different
control methods in the frequency domain. To be more intuitive, the speed harmonic
comparison results are shown in Table 5. It can be seen from Table 5 that the speed
fluctuation can be attenuated effectively with the proposed control method.
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Figure 12. Experimental results of the steady-state response in time domain speed: (a) PI double loop
control; (b) PI+acceleration feedback; (c) PI+acceleration feedback+position domain RC.
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Table 5. Comparison results of speed harmonic with different control methods.

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

PI double-loop control −39 dB −33 dB −52 dB −51 dB −54 dB
PI+Acceleration feedback −43 dB −35 dB −57 dB −54 dB −58 dB

PI+Acceleration feedback+Position
domain RC −56 dB −46 dB −65 dB −64 dB −67 dB

The speed dynamic response comparison experiments were carried out with the
different control methods. As shown in Figures 14 and 15, the reference values of load
speed were 5◦/s and 10◦/s, respectively. At 0.2 s, the acceleration was given separately as
10◦/s2 and −10◦/s2. The values of load speed were individually turned to 10◦/s and 5◦/s.
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Figure 14. Experimental results of load angular speed and tracking error at variable speed motion:
(a) PI; (b) PI+acceleration feedback; (c) PI+acceleration feedback+position domain RC.

When the gimbal servo system turned forward, it can be seen from Figure 14 that the
speed tracking error was 0.68 ◦/s, which is the smallest compared with the other methods.
When the gimbal servo system turned deceleration, the proposed method also had the
best speed tracking effect. In Figure 15, it can be observed that the tracking error with
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the proposed position domain RC was the smallest (0.58 ◦/s). To obtain a more intuitive
comparison effect, the speed fluctuation values under different methods are summarized
in the Table 6.

Table 6. The peak-to-peak speed at variable speed motion.

PI PI
Reference Acceleration PI + +Acceleration Feedback

Acceleration Feedback +Position Domain RC

10◦/s2 1.82◦/s 1.54◦/s 0.68◦/s
−10◦/s2 1.76◦/s 1.23◦/s 0.58◦/s
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Figure 15. Experimental results of load angular speed and tracking error at reverse variable speed motion:
(a) PI; (b) PI+acceleration feedback; (c) PI+acceleration feedback+position domain RC.

From the aforementioned experiments, it can be concluded that the control method
proposed in this paper not only improves the steady-state suppression performance of the
speed fluctuation, but also has the best dynamic response performance compared with
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the other control methods. Consequently, the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed
method in this paper is demonstrated.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a compound control method to suppress speed fluctuation of the
gimbal servo system equipped with a harmonic drive. At first, based on the establishment
and analysis of the gimbal servo system model with a harmonic drive, a composite control
method based on acceleration feedback and position domain RC was designed. Then,
the phase compensator was designed to compensate for the phase lag of the position
domain RC output, which improves the stability and the bandwidth of the system. Finally,
simulations and experiments were carried out to verify that the proposed method can
effectively suppress the speed fluctuation caused by the kinematic error. The experimental
results illustrate that after applying the proposed approach, the output speed fluctuation
and harmonic components decrease more than 20% and 24.1%, respectively. Eventually,
because the disturbance is widespread in practical systems, the proposed method can be
extended to other practical projects.
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